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rflHIS literary conference differs from all previous
I ones in that the participants are a new contingent

on our literarl' front. You come from the masses of
workers, peasants and soldiers. You can work as well
as write; w-hen Srou take up guns ]'Iou are fighters, and
when you take up pens you are fighters ioo. You are
a production force, a combat force. and also a ci'eative
force. The appearance of such a force on our literary
front is an event of unprecedented imporiance il the
history of our literature.

You are nerv people u.'ho have grown up in the
age of socialism, educated by the Party and the think-
ing of Mao Tse-tung, steeled in the class struggles and
production struggles of the masses. The aim of your
writing is clear: You write for the workers, peasants
and soldiers, for the revolution. With strong class feel-
ing you describe in your writing the new life, new
struggles and nelv men and women of the working class,
the peasantry and the army. To you, writing is a kind
of battle, a battle to win ideological positions.

Some of your works, both as regards ideological
content and artistic form, have reached a fairly high
standard achieved by few of our writers in the past.
Of course, your achievement is not confined to your
writings. What is even rnore important is that by con-
ducting spare-time cultural activities on a large scale
among the masses in factories, viliages and army units,
by telling revolutionary stories, singing ne',^z songs,
putting on new plays, and fighting the backrvard old
culture to serve contemporary politics and production,
you have really popularized socialist art and literature
among the workers, peasants and soldiers, and occupied
strategic positions among them. In this way you have
really turned our art and literature into a strong fight-
ing front with w,orkers, peasants and solcliers parti-
cipating in it. You have infused fresh blood and rev-
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olutionary spirit into our writing and into the cultural
life of China's millions. This is a fresh victory on the
literary and art front, a vietory for the socialist cultural
revolution, a victory for Mao Tse-tung's line on art and
literature.

There are various kinds of art and literature in the
s'orld today, progressive and reactionary, The art and
literatu-re s'hich serve imperialism and capitalism are
reactionarr'. decacient and moribund, a poison to cor-
rupt men's minds. l\{odern revisionist art and litera-
ture have degenerated to the point where they ape
the bourgeois art and literature of the WesL While
still posing as socialist, in fact they oppose socialism
and the people, and are a turncoat art and literature.
They slander the revolution, revolutionary wars and
proletarian dictatorship, preach bourgeois humanism,
pacifism, fear of nuclear weapons and the philosophy
of "survival at any price," along with all kinds of
decadent bourgeois ideas and the shameless bourgeois
rvay of life. Art and literature of this sort have become
instruments for the imperialists to engage in ideological
subversion in the socialist countries, to prepare the way
for the restoration of capitalism.

Our art and literature are diametrically opposcd
to those of imperiaiism and revisionism. They inspire
our people to go forlvard all the time, to carry on the
revolution continuously. They arm the people with
socialist and communist ideas, with ideas of the class
struggle and the people's war, and with ploletarian
internationalism. As Comrade Mao Tse-tung once said,
they are "por,r,erful weapons for uniting and educating
the people and for attacking and destroying the enemy."

The cnrrent domestic and international situation is
very favourable. Our lvorkers in art and literature
should raise even higher the red banner of Mao Tse-
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tung's thinking and take an active part in the three
great revolutionary movements of class struggle, the
struggle for production and scientific experiment.
They should strive to integrate themselves with the
workers, peasants and soldiers, to become both revolu-
tionaries and workers, using the weapon of art and
literature to oppose resolutely imperialism and revision-
ism, propagate sociaLism and oppose capitalism. Let
our art and literature serve still better the workers,
peasants and soldiers, the socialist revolution and so-
cialist construction, and the revolutionary struggle of
the peoples of the world-

The Struggle on the Literory ond Art Front,
And the New Situotion in the

Culturol Reyolution

The fundamental way for us to ensure that our art
and literature fulfil their task well is by firmly im-
plementing the line on art and literature laid down
by the Central Comraittee of the Parby and Comrade
Mao Tse-tung.

Should art and literatrrre serve the workers, peas-
ants and soldiers, or the bourgeoisie and other exploit-
ing classes? Should they serve socialism or capitalism?
Shouid they be guided by Marxism-Leninism and Mao
Tse-tung's thinking or by modern revisionist ideas?
Ihis is the struggle on the literary and art front be-
tureen the proletariat and the bourgeoisie, between the
road of socialism and the road of capitalism.

As early as 1940, in On Neu Democracy, Comrade
Mao Tse-tung said that our culture "should serve the
toiling masses of workers and peasants who make up
rnore than 90 per cent of the nation's population, and
should gradually become thelr very own." In 1942, in
his Tolks at the Yenan Forum on Literature and Art,he
further pointed out that art and literature should serve
the workers, peasants and soldiers, and that the key to
the solving of this problem lay in rvriters and artists
integrating themselves with the workers, peasants and
soldiers. Comrade Mao Tse-tung applied Marxism-
Leninism to the reality of the revolutionary cultural
movement in China, giving for the first time in the his-
tory of the proletarian revolution the most comprehen-
sive, thoroughgoing and correct programme for the pro-
letarian cultural revolution and the line for proletarian
revolutionary art and literature. After the liberation,
Comrade Mao Tse-tung put forward the directives, "Let
a hundred flowers blossom; weed through the old to
let the new emerge;" "Let a hundred flowers blossom,
a hundred schools of thought contend," and proposed
the creative method of combining revolutionary real-
ism with revolutionary romanticism. ln On the Cor-
rect Hanilli,ng of Contrad.ictions Among the People and
Speech at the National ConJerence on Proytaganda Work
of the Chinese Com.munist Partg he gave detailed and
penetrating expositions of the directive "Let a hundred
flowers blossom, a hundred schoois of thought contend"
in the light of the new situation and tasks in the period
of socialism.
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Many years of experienee have proved that rvhen
we fully and correctly carry out Mao Tse-tung,s line on
art and literature, our work is successful. When we
go against this line, our work suffers setbacks.

If the policy of letting a hundred flowers blossom
and a hundred schools of thought contend is divorced
from serving the workers, peasants and soldiers and
from serving socialism, our art and literature will take
the road of revisionism and bourgeois liberalism. On
the other hand, if we try to serve the workers, peasants
and soldiers and the cause of socialism without adopting
this directive and the democratic method of the mass
Iine, our art and literature will head towards dogmat-
ism and mental stagnancy. Mao Tse-tung's line on art
and literature is against both revisionism and dogmat-
ism.

Comrade Mao Tse-tung's thinking on art and litera-
ture is extremely rich in content. The core of it is:
Art and literature must serve the workers, peasants and
soldiers; writers and artists must integrate themselves
with the masses.

On the literary and art front, the difference
between the working class and the bourgeoisie, the
difference between socialism and capitalism and the
difference between Marxism-Leninism and revisionism
centre on this issue: Whether or not to serve the rvork-
ers, peasants and soldiers and to merge with them.

IUao Tse-tung's line on art and literature rvas born
in the midst of struggles and opened a path for itself
amidst struggles.

The ToIIcs at the Yenan Forum on Literature and
Arf was the product of a great debate. At the sarne
time it summed up the struggle against various current
trends to oppose the workers, peasants and soldiers and
to sptit away from them. It also gave a scientific sum-
mar1.- of the basic experiences of tJle literary and art
movement since ttre May Fourth Movement of 1919.

After the establishment of the People's Republic
of China, literary and a1t workers in our country have
had five great debates and criticisms in eonnection '"T,ith
whether we should earry out the proletarian line or
bourgeois line in literature and art.

There are two main reasons for the frequency and
fierceness of these struggles on the literary and art
front. In the first place, they are an objeetive reflec-
tion of the domestic and international class struggle,
which is inevitable. Art and literature are extremely
sensitive organs of the class struggle. It is bound to
find reflection in them, and indeed is often first
reflected here. Art and literature are like antennae
rvhich instantly sense each movement by any class.

Every time the situation in the class struggle changes,

everv time the working class meets '"1'ith difficulties,
every time the working class caries out self-criticism,
the bourgeoisie will seize the chance to attack. And
often the attack is first launched in the literary and
art field, since this is the most sensitive field and the
weakest link. In the second place, the bourgeoisie still
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possesses certain advantages in the literary and art
field; so they believe that they are sti1l powerful enough
to challenge the t'orking class there. The great majority
of intellectua\ induding intellectuals who are Party
members, have had a bourgeois education. They retain
a good deal of what belongs to the bourgeoisie in their
world outlook and literary and art outlook. When
people do literary and art work, they can easily be

contaminated by bourgeois ideas, by bourgeois concepts
of fame and profit, especially if they cut themselves off
from the workers, peasants and soldiers, from manual
labour, from the actual struggle. Then it is even easier
for them to be influenced by bourgeois ideas, to become
enslaved by these ideas or act as their spokesmen.

It is evident lhen that the struggle on the literary
and art front is inevitable. Unless we wage this
struggle, our art and literature, our artists and writers,
are liable to degenerate politically. Our economie base
is socialist, our political systern is proletarian dictator-
ship. If art and literature, which are part of the ideolo-
gical superstructure, propagate bourgeois or revisionist
ideas instead of rvorking-class, socialist ideas, far from
helping to consolidate the socialist economic base anC
proletarian dictatorship the-v wi1J. help to unCermine
them. paving the rvay and prepar:.ng men's rnintis for
the restoration ci capiialisrn.

By waging the struggle continuously on the literary
and art front, not only can we avert or rninimize the
danger of revisionism in our art and literature, we can
also greatly speed up the development of socialist art
and literature. Our proletarian art and literature
adrrance in the course of struggle. Criticism and
struggle clear the way for their development.

The Yenan Forum on Literature and Art ushered
in a completely new era in our revolutionary art and
literature. The recent reappraisal and struggle on the
literary and art front may be considered as another
large-scale rectification of art and literature since the
Yenan Forum, a continuation of the rectification in
Yenan under new historical conditions. A nerv high
tide in our socialist cultural revolution has appeared.
It has brought about and will continue to bring about
great changes in all branches of art and literature, and
rp'e are now in the process of these changes.

First, art and literature are becoming transformed.
T'tris change has appeared primarily in the theatre, a
front-line position. In 1961 and 1962 the feudal and
bourgeois forces began their attack in the literary and
art field by storming the theatre. The working class
also began its counter-attack on the forces of feudaiism
and capitalism, to carry forrvard and deepen the so-
cialist cultural revolution, by occupying the theatre.
The production on a large scale of many revolutionary
Peking operas on contemporary themes opened a nev/
chapter in the cultural revolution. Operas like The Red,
Lentern and Shachiapnngl have received a warm wei-
come from very large audiences. The drama festivals
in ail parts of the country have also produced a con-
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siderable number of fine loeal operas. Experience
proves that so long as we persist in the direction of
serving the workers, peasants and soldiers, and the
cause of socialism, so long as we have the courage
to make bold innovations, the patience to carry out
repeated experiments, the daring and ability to use
new revolutionary content to change the old forms, we
shall produce new forms as well as new content.
This applies equally to traditional Chinese forms
and to foreign forms. Thus we have put on The Red'

Detachment of Womenz as a ballet; The East Is Red,3

a pageaht of the Chinese revolution in song and
dance, a bold experiment w-hich has proved successful;
and a symphonic orchestra playing the music of
Shachiapang. Similariy, Szechuan sculptors and folk
artists, co-operating r,r,ith the masses, have made, with
deep class feeling, the extremely moving sculptured
figures in Contpound. Where Rent Was Collected.4 These
varied achievements prove that Comrade Mao Tse-
tung's line-weed through the old to let the new
emerge; make the old serve the new, and foreign things
serve China - is the most correct \4,ay to develop our
new national socialist art and literature. We have
airead;- amassed very useful experience in this respect
AlL art forms loved brv the people were created by our
forbears *'ith their heart's-blood. We must anal;rse
thern with discrimination, use and develop them crea-
tively; they are certainly not to be cast lightly aside.
Revolutionary ideas and a nelv content will bring about
a change in different art forms, whether on the stage,
in music and dancing, sculpture or literature. Is not
our literature also undergoing changes? We have many
innovations in those nerv folk-tales and short stories
rvhich describe the new people, new ideas and new
rnorals in our country's socialist revolution and socialist
construction. Both as regards ideological content and
artistie technique, these have made striking improve-
ments over previous works of the same genre and show
distinctive new features.

I\ext comes the change in the cultural life of
China's hundreds of miilions of workers and peasants.
The new upsurge in industry and agriculture, the
development of the movement for socialist education in
our cities and countryside, and the deepening of the
eultural revolution have given fresh impetus to the
spare-time cultural activities of the lr.orkers and peas-
ants, especially the latter. The main emphasis in all
our cultural and educational work now is being directed
to the villages. The centre of spare-time cultural
activities in the countryside is the village club or cul-
tural centre, Many of you at this conference are
activists in those clubs. You have won cultural posi-
tions for soeia-lism in villages, factories and mining
districts all over the country. If not for these positions
you tock, our socialist cultural rerzolution could not
have become imbued with a genuinely mass character.
It is you who spread the new revolutionar;r culture,
u,ho prcpagate Mao Tse-tung's thinking, who serve as

the undaunted vanguard in the socialist cultural rev-
oiution.
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Another change is in the ranks of otir literary and
art workers. On the one hand, a new literary and art
contingent has emerged from amongi the workers,
peasants and soldierg the new contingent of spare-time
writers whom you represent. On the other hand, pro-
fessional writers and artists are enthusiastically
responding to the Party-'s gell, eagerly going down in
great numbers to live with the workers, peasants and
soldiers in order to remould themselves. lVhile joining
in manual labour and the current struggles, they are
taking revolutionarlr crrlture to our villages, factories
and army units. A great change has taken place in
their minds. Spare-time and professional writers and
artists are striking deep roots among the workers and
peasants, they are studying Comrade Mao Tse-tung's
works and creatively applying his teachings. This
means that a sound contingent of writers and artists
who are genuine revolutionaries and manual 'w.orkers

at the same time is grorving up.

Write First snd Foremost Abour Sociolism, Write
First and Forcrnost About l{ero'rc Chqrocters
The reappraisals and struggles on the literary and

art front have been concerned mainly with solving the
problem of whether or not art and literature should
serve the workers, peasants and soldiers and the cause
of socialism. Once our direction is determined, the task
of developing creative work should become one ot
primary importanee.

In creative writing the problem is mainly what to
write about and how to write. Our literature today
should: first, write first and foremost about socialism;
secondly, write first and foremost about heroic
characters.

The transition from the democratic to the socialist
reyolution involves two historical stages, two different
eras. During these two stages our revolutionary, pro-
letarian art and literature have had certain cornmon
features but certain differences too. One common
feature is that the art and literature in both periods
were creatd to serye the workers, peasants and soldiers
and revolutionary politics, guided by proletarian and
communist ideoiogy. The difference is that in the stage
of the democratic revolution the main task of our art
and literature was to propagate the national democratic
revolution and oppose imperiali.m, feudalism and
bureaucrat capitalism; while in the stage of the socialist
revolution their main task is to propagate the sociahst
revolution and socialist construetion, oppose capitalisrn,
and at the same time together with the revolutiona::y
people ol the world to oppose irnperialism and revision-
isrn. Because the economic basis of our society and the
world situation have changed, there must necessarily
be changes in the tasks and content of our art and
literature too. In the stage of democratic revolution,
our aim was to establish the politics, econorny and
culture of new democracy; and although these contained
socialist elements, which were the decisive ones, the
poLitics, economy and culture as a whole belonged to
new democracy and not to socialism. After 1949 the
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situation changed. The proletariat won political power
over the whole country. After the three great soeialist
transformationss our whole economic base kcarne
socialist, which meant that our entire culture must also
become socialist to correspond to the economic base.
This is a fundamental change. Since the completion of
the democratic revolution, the main contradiction
within the country has become that betrveen the prole-
tariat and the bourgeoisie, between the road of social-
ism and the road of capitalism. The main task of
socialist art and literature is to oppose capitalism. True,
they must also oppose imperialism and feudalism, and
from the world viewpoint opposing irnperialism is still
a most important task, yet at home our main task is to
oppose capitalism. For quite a long time a number of
our writers and artists lacked a clear understanding of
the change in our art and Iiterature during these two
different historical stages. Today, to propagate social-
ism and oppose capitalism, to uphold proletarian
ideology and eradicate bcurgeois ideology are the
foremost tasks oI cur entire ideological, literary and
art front.

Comrades, most of ;rour writings deal rvith social-
isrn, and your merit is that you are relatively familiar
with it. To write about socialism is our glorious task.
In this age of ours is there anything in the world more
worth describing and praising than socialism? To write
about socialism is our duty and our good fortune too.

According to the Marxist-Ieninist viewpoint, the
class struggle will persist throughout the entire socialist
historical period until we finally reach communism.
Comrade Mao Tse-tung has summed up new historical
experience and profoundly developed this idea, pointing
out that contradictions remain in socialist society after
the basic completion of the . socialist transformation of
the ownership of the means of production; there are
contradictions between the people and the peoplels
enemieg contradictions among the people, as well as

classes and class struggle. IIe has pointed out that the
struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie,
the struggle between the socialist and capitalist roads,
runs through this entire historical period until com-
munism is achieved. This is a vitally : important
creative development of Marxism-Leninism.

Comrade Mao Tse-tung's concept that classes and
class struggle exist in socialist societ-v shows us the
fundamental direction for writing about socialisrn- In
the last few years more works about socialism have
begun to appear, and their viewpoint is getting clearer.
Since ttrey describe the new men and new deeds in our
socialist age, as well as the class struggle and struggle
between the two roads in our socialist society, they are
exercising a greater influence.

We shoutd be daring enough to write about all sorts

of contradictions and struggles in socialist society: the
contradictions among the people, the class struggle, and

the struggle between the two roads. If we do nof write
about these, we shall be going counter to the realities
of our age, to Comrade Mao Tse-tung's view on the class
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struggle and the struggle between the two roads, and
as a result we shall reach the dead-end of "theory of no
conflict."

Our stress on writing about socialism does not mean
that we oppose writing on historical themes. But
rvorks on today's socialism should have priority and be
produced in the largest number. Of course, the demo-
cratic revolution and the people's struggles in the past
are indispensable themes in our literature. There are
still many subjects in the period of democratic revolu-
tion which can and should be written up. For instance,
the great history of the people's wars in our country in
the various stages of the revolution, the history of the
struggles of our rvorking class.

Whether or not we lvrite about the progressive,
heroic characters among our workers, peasants and
soldiers affects the question of whether or not our
literature is truly revolutionary and socialist, and
rvhether or not our writers take a genuine proletarian
stand. Whether or not we can create typical heroes of
the working class and labouring people shows whether
or not our socialist literature is mature, The literature
of each class praises the ideal characters of that class.
Even when we reach communism and classes no longer
exist, we shall have to rrrite about heroic characters-
The literature of that time trill undoubtedly continue to
present progressil'e characters, to help people to continue
impelJ.ing history forward.

The problem of writing about heroic characters
today is an urgent practical problem. Who are our
heroic characters today? They are men like Lei Feng
and Wang Chieh, armed with Mao Tse-tung's thinking,
completely loyal to the revolution, who fear neither
hardships nor death; people like those of the Taching
Oiifield and Tachai Brigade who struggle to transform
the world in the spirit of the "Foolish Old Man Who
Removed Mountains." Today such heroes are legion.

We should describe the deeds of advanced young
people on different fronts and create splendid images
of various types among them today as examples for
other young people. As a whole our young people are
undoubtedly the keenest, most dynamic section of the
population; and today the main trend in our youth is
even more progressive and revolutionary. They have
a buoyant, vigorous spirit and are bubbling over with
eagerness to serve the people. They have the enterprise
to carry on the revolution continuously and the deter-
mination to struggle to the end against all enemies and
all difficulties. A new communist generation is grow-
ing up. Our literature should truthfully depict this
buoyant, vigorous spirit of our youth.

Of course, our literature must not write oniy about
heroic characters, nor can we describe them in isolation;
we should show them in the midst of conflicts and
struggles. Heroes grow to their full stature in the
midst of struggle, and only so can their noble qualities
be revealed.

The main content of our literature is socialism and
heroic characters. But the forms and styles of different
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works should vary. If we aim at achieving variet5r
but deviate from the direction of serving the workers,
peasants and soldiers and .the cause of socialism, we
will backslide and take the wron.g, bourgeois path.
Provided that we stick firmly to writing for the work-
ers, peasants and soldiers, for socialism, the more
variety there is in form and style the better. We should
allor,v and encourage competition between different
styles in the way of expression. This is what we mean
by letting a hundred flowers bloom in socialist art and
literature. Our writers should try to explore and create
artistic forms, whether in oral or written literature,
which the people like, and provided the people like
them we must advocate and propagate them. The new
revolutionary content demands new forms and new
st-vies. lVhen we have the correct political content and
an attractive artistic form, our literature will be better
able to educate and influence millions of people.

For a sgift. sound development of our socialist
literature, we must adopt the method of co-operation
betrveen the leadership. the writers and the masses.

The leadership should point out the direction and as-
sign tasks for the s-riters- gr\ing them ideological help
and advice in the course of their work. In this way poli-
dqs is in cornmand of literature. and the w-isdom of the
individual is combined with that of the collective, so

that writing ceases to be simply the work of an individ-
ual and becomes a genuine part of tl-re work of the
Party, of the revolutionary work of the people. To
carry out this method of co-operation between the
leadership, the writer and the masses means having
Party leadership and the mass line in writing.

Bringing Up o New Generotion of Writers
For Sociolist Literoture

Comrade Mao Tse-tung has repeatedly pointed out
that our Party must pay great attention to bringing up
and training worthy heirs to our proletarian revolu-
tionary cause. He speaks of this as a long-term plan
for our proletarian revolution, a plan for a century,
ten centuries or a hundred centuries, The cause of pro-
letarian art and literature also requires us to train and
bring up those who will carry it on.

Speeial importance attaches to the problem of
bringing up a new generation of workers in socialist
art and literaiure. This is because;

First, these new artists and writers will succeed the
older generation, but they will not take entirely the
same road and may even have to take a fundamentally
different road. We should inherit the revolutionary
spirit of our many predecessors in revolutionary art
and literature from the May Fourth Movement onwards.
We shouid also respect and learn from the rich ex-
perience of the older generation of writers. But we
cannot take it over wholesale; we must study and analyse
it criticall;'. You are living in a different age; you are
living, working and fighting in the basic units of fac-
tories, rural communes and the army as new workers,
peasants and soldiers of the socialist age; you have ex-
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perience in productive labour and fighting. you have
been brought up and educated from the very start by
the Party and Mao Tse-tung,s thinking. The great
majority of you will never leave your work on the
production front or in the basic units, but will continue
to write and work at the same time, and this is funda-
mentally different from the older writers. So you will
take a new road. one r*,hich makes you genuine revolu-
tionaries and labourers, which will gradually lessen the
difference bet*-een mental and manual 1abour and lead
eventually to communism.

Secondly, this problem is important because the
infs]|ssfuals, including those in the field of literature,
art and science, are one of the ehis[ talggts of the im-
perialists and bourgeoisie, who are trying to win them
away from the working class. In addition to attempt-
ing to overthrow the proletarian dictatorship by force,
the class enemy is plotting hard to bring about a..peaee-
ful evolution." This dastardly plot has already achieved
results in the Soviet Union under the rule of the
Khrushchov revisionist clique. Since the imperialists
and the bourgeoisie have few illusions about our rev-
olutionaries of the older generation, they have put their
hope in our younger generation, especially in our young
intellectuals. They hope you will change colour, hope
that onee you have knowledge you will despise the
iabouring people, cut yourselves off from them and
learn bourgeois ways.

On the question of bringing up those who will
carry on our proletarian revolutionary cause, there are
two diametrically opposite lines: one is the Marxist-
Leninist line which insists that writers and artists should
become revolutionaries 2afl rnanssl labourers at the
same time, so that our younger gFneration are able both
to write and take part in productive labour. to gradually
lessen the difference betrr-een maoual and mental labour
until finally it is eliminated and the way is prepared
for the entry into communisrL This method involves
having politics in command, ideology in command. An-
other line is the modern revisionist one which makes
writers and artists cut themselves off from the revolu-
tion and the masses and lead a soft life as a privileged
61ite, until finally they become hostile to the revolution
and the people and the wat' is prepared for the restora-
tion of capltalism. The method is the use of material
incentives with fame and profit in command. This
revisionist line can only result in changing many in-
tellectuals, writers and artists into new bourgeois in-
tellectuals, an 6lite r.vho become a part of the social
basis of revisionism. When the cart in front overturns,
the cart behind should beware. We must guard against
this danger

We are living in an environment of sharp and
complex class struggles at home and abroad; the strug-
gIe for victory on the ideological front between the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie will not be settled for a
very long time, not for several decades or even several
centuries. So each of us must arm ourselves with
Marxism-Leninism and Mao Tse-tung's thinking, take
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a firm proletarian stand, and always remain on the side
of the workers. peasants and soldiers, struggling and
'advancing incessantly. lVe must be mentally prepared
for a long-term struggle, be prepared to stand up to tests
in the tempest of struggle.

Comrade Mao Tse-tung has listed five requisites for
the new generation of proletarian revolutionaries. First,
each must be a "true Marxist-Leninist," "a revolutionary
working wholeheartedly for the great majority of peo-
ple in China and in the world." He must also be able
to unite with the great majority of people so that they
will work with him, must have a democratic working
style, be modest and able to criticize himself, etc. No
matter what your occupation, you must first of all re-
gard yourself as a revolutionary. In our case, we are
literary and art workers but first of all revolutionaries.
The relation betr.r'een the trvo must never be reversed.

The fundamental t-arv to ensure that our literary
and art rx-orkers do not degenerate politically lies ir-r

not cutting ourselves off from the rvorket's, peasants
and soldiers, not cutting ourselves off from labour - not
just for the time being but for a1l time. The aim of
our socialist cultural revolution is to make intellectuals
who are at the same time labouring people, and rvork-
ers and peasants who are at the same time intellectuals,
to create the conditions for the gradual lessening of the
difference between manual and mental labour until
finally it is done away with altogetl-rer. Only then can
we successfully build socialism and go on tolvards com-
munism. We must therefore continue to carry out the
system of cadres' participation in manual labour, and
experiment further with the educational system of
"part-u,ork. part-study" and "part-farming, part-study."
This is basic in constructing our country. Only in this
E-aI can rr-e guarantee that our state rx'ill not change
colour- Our young rr-riters must ahval's retain their
revolutionaqr spirit, they must not lose their revolu-
tionary colour. The most important s,al' of ensuring
this is by not cutting ourselves off from labour or from
the workers, peasants and soldiers.

I Two nerv Peking operas based on revolutionary strug-
gles during the War of Resistance Against Japan. The
original title for Shaehi,apang was Sporks Amid th.e Reeds.
See P.R., No. 24, 1964.

2 Based on a film of the same title. The story is about
a women's detachment led by the Chinese Communist Party
which fought against the despotic ruLe of a landlord. This
ba11et is a successful experiment in adapting a foreign art
form to portray Chinese revolutionary struggles. See P.R.,
No. 6, 1965.

3 An epic portrayal of the modern revolutionary history
of China. See P.R., No. 41, 1964.

a See P.R., No. 49, 1965.

5 The socialist transforrnations of agriculture, handicraft,
and capitalist industry and commerce, which were accom-
plished in 1956.
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